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Communicating one’s mindset means transmitting complex relationships

between concepts and emotions. Using network science and word

co-occurrences, we reconstruct conceptual associations as communicated

in 139 genuine suicide notes, i.e., notes left by individuals who took their lives.

We find that, despite their negative context, suicide notes are surprisingly

positively valenced. Through emotional profiling, their ending statements

are found to be markedly more emotional than their main body: The ending

sentences in suicide notes elicit deeper fear/sadness but also stronger joy/trust

and anticipation than the main body. Furthermore, by using data from the

Emotional Recall Task, we model emotional transitions within these notes

as co-occurrence networks and compare their structure against emotional

recalls from mentally healthy individuals. Supported by psychological

literature, we introduce emotional complexity as an a�ective analog of

structural balance theory, measuring how elementary cycles (closed triads) of

emotion co-occurrences mix positive, negative and neutral states in narratives

and recollections. At the group level, authors of suicide narratives display a

higher complexity than healthy individuals, i.e., lower levels of coherently

valenced emotional states in triads. An entropy measure identified a similar

tendency for suicide notes to shift more frequently between contrasting

emotional states. Both the groups of authors of suicide notes and healthy

individuals exhibit less complexity than random expectation. Our results

demonstrate that suicide notes possess highly structured and contrastive

narratives of emotions, more complex than expected by null models and

healthy populations.
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1. Introduction

Suicide is the outcome of complex, distressed emotional

processing. It represents an extreme behavior that often arises

from negative perceptions and distorted mindsets about the self,

others and life itself (Rizk et al., 2019; Oquendo et al., 2020).

Despite recent progress in using Big Data and natural language

processing for the automatic detection and discrimination of

suicide notes from other types of digital texts (Schoene and

Dethlefs, 2016; Bayram et al., 2022), more work is required

to understand how people who completed suicide organize

and express emotions in their final writings (Palmier-Claus

et al., 2012; Hallensleben et al., 2019). This challenging task

requires the adoption of interpretable algorithms (as opposed

to “black box" models such as deep neutral networks) that

afford a greater understanding of the mental patterns and

ways of thinking expressed in the final notes of those who

completed suicide.

In this study, we used network science to uncover the

emotional structure of suicide notes. Building on previous

approaches using natural language processing to study the

contents and structure of suicide notes (Teixeira et al., 2021), we

described how emotions are recalled, organized, and distributed

within such narratives. Specifically, our data-informed approach

allows us to (1) quantify emotional connotations for each word

and track which part of a suicide note is most emotionally-

loaded, and (2) introduce a metric of emotional complexity to

capture the tendency of a narrative to switch between positive,

neutral and negative affective states.

Our methodology utilizes techniques from graph theory

and network science (Newman, 2018), a field that lies at

the intersection of psychology, linguistics, natural language

processing and cognitive science (De Deyne et al., 2016;

Stella et al., 2017, 2019; Siew et al., 2019; Lynn et al., 2020;

Mehler et al., 2020; Lydon-Staley et al., 2021). Network science

provides a set of quantitative tools to represent cognitive

systems. Specifically, nodes often represent conceptual entities of

interest (e.g., words/concepts/ideas) and edges indicate certain

types of relationships between nodes (e.g., mental associations,

morphological similarity). An accumulating body of research

has shown that network models can reveal important structural

properties of various cognitive systems (De Deyne et al., 2016;

Siew et al., 2019). Moreover, network science has been applied

to model processes that operate within those systems, such as

the structure of writing styles (Amancio, 2015), properties of

information search (Lynn et al., 2020), and the development

of mental disorders (Borsboom, 2017). Representing text as

a network, where nodes represent words that are connected

according to co-occurrence relationships, has led to important

insights such as identifying opposing factions in political debates

(Corrêa et al., 2019), detecting distrust toward science in student

populations (Stella et al., 2019) and highlighting online stances

in social media (Stella et al., 2018; Stella, 2022). Our network

approach improves the current practice of emotional profiling

by taking one step forward from the “bag-of-words" model

(i.e., treating a note as a mere collection of disconnected

words). By connecting words that appear next to each other

in the text, the resulting network offers additional insights

into the mind of the writers. By reconstructing how words

were associated together, it is possible to use network measures

to identify key or peripheral concepts in the narratives of

suicide notes (Teixeira et al., 2021). We adopt this approach

here to perform a comparison between different parts of

suicide notes, focusing on the last few words adopted by

authors to bid farewell to their loved ones. Are these “last

words" more central than others mentioned in the main

body of suicide notes? Which emotions corresponded to these

farewells?

People use words to express their emotions, with or

without explicit reference to emotion terms. For instance,

“thank you for supporting my work" expresses the feeling

of gratitude without explicit usage of that emotion word.

The task of detecting various kinds of emotions in text is

also known as emotional profiling, which recently met an

unprecedented flourishing thanks to the increasing availability

of large-scale datasets describing cognitive features of words as

represented by the human mind (Fellbaum, 2012; Mohammad

and Turney, 2013; Boyd, 2017; Siew et al., 2019; Li et al.,

2020b).

Previous studies have shown that valence (pleasure-

displeasure) is one of the underlying dimensions of word

meaning (Osgood et al., 1957). For instance, people tend to

associate the word freedomwith pleasant feelings, and inequality

with unpleasant feelings. Mohammad (2018) conducted a study

wherein participants were asked to rate the valence of over

20,000 English words, and found that valence ratings were highly

consistent across raters. The averaged valence ratings of books

and newspaper articles have been found to predict feelings and

opinions in everyday life, such as prejudice against U.S minority

groups (Li and Hills, 2021) and historical national well-being

(Hills et al., 2019).

Emotions, however, are far more complex than

pleasantness/unpleasantness (Plutchik, 1980). For example,

anger, fear, boredom, and sadness are all negatively-valenced

emotions, but each of them corresponds to different

psychological and behavioral consequences. A more fine-

grained approach to emotional profiling is to detect specific

emotions (instead of simply valence and other properties) from

the text. A common approach relies on the NRC Emotion

Lexicon (Mohammad and Turney, 2013)—a large dataset

that describes mental associations between 14,000 words and

8 frequently-experienced emotions (joy, trust, fear, surprise,

sadness, disgust, anger, anticipation). For example, the word

“pandemic" would elicit fear.
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1.1. Connecting suicide notes to suicidal
minds

The relevant literature on suicidal minds provides

interesting theoretical insights that correspond with a data-

driven investigation of emotional profiling of suicide notes.

Existing theories on suicide indicate that although the prolonged

feeling of depressed mood can increase the likelihood of suicide,

it is insufficient to account for the act of suicide (Li et al., 2014).

Therefore, negative emotions are expected to be found in suicide

notes but they cannot represent a coherent and comprehensive

picture of the complex landscape that brought individuals

to end their lives. A more articulated framework that might

support the appearance of suicidal thoughts is psychological

pain theory, or “psychache,” introduced by Shneidman (1999)

and extensively reviewed within clinical psychology (cf. Xie

et al., 2014).

Psychological pain is a negative introspective experience

that is positively associated with suicide risk, independent

of depression. The psychological pain theory argues that

suicide is not just a drive toward death, but an escape from

unbearable pain. The motivation to avoid pain is especially

dangerous for depressed individuals because depression is often

associated with decreased motivation to experience pleasure

(Xie et al., 2014) as well as heightened sensitivity to anxiety

(Demirkol et al., 2022). Although it is difficult to identify causal

relationships between negative emotional states and clinical

suicide ideation, extensive literature indicates that prolonged

psychache can alter the mental schemas with which individuals

perceive their surroundings and the prospects of recurring to

suicide. A key reason behind such change is the perception of

psychache being unbearable and the willingness to avoid such

psychological pain through a suicidal act (Shneidman, 1999;

Li et al., 2014). Associating suicide with the relief from the

prolonged psychological pain, people who took their lives may

have attributed positive feelings toward the their last decision.

This positive feeling may have been reflected in their last letters,

especially in the last sentence they said to this world. In study 1

we tested this hypothesis.

As noted by Shneidman (2004), a pioneering psychologist in

suicide research, “suicide notes might prove to be the royal road

to the understanding of suicide phenomena.” Echoing this view,

plenty research has been conducted to describe how suicide

notes are different from other language. One common approach

is LIWC (Linguistic Enquiry and Word Count), a text analysis

tool invented by Pennebaker (2015). LIWC contains over 50

dimensions of linguistic features (e.g., negative emotions and

pronouns). It searches through text and count their presence.

For example, the sentence “I love you” would receive 33.3%

on positive emotion dimension because one of the three words

is a positive emotion. LIWC has been used to explore suicidal

minds. For example, Pennebaker et al. found suicidal poets use

substantially more negative words (Baddeley et al., 2011) and

words pertaining to the individual self (Stirman and Pennebaker,

2001). The current study takes a more fine-grained network

approach to explore the emotional complexity in the letters

as well as the emotional content that is absent. Emotional

complexity, sometimes referred to as emotion dialecticism

(Bagozzi et al., 1999; Scollon et al., 2005) or core affect

variability (Kuppens et al., 2007), captures differences in the

way pleasant or unpleasant emotions are experienced. Evidence

for emotional complexity has been accumulating in various

research paradigms, such as recalling prior experience, judging

hypothetical scenarios, and summarizing experience across a

period of time (Barrett, 1997; Robinson and Clore, 2002). The

psychological pain theory of suicide (Shneidman, 1999) suggests

that suicide ideation is characterized by a complex set of negative

emotions as well as a positive perception of suicide as a solution

to pain avoidance. Therefore, it is possible that suicide notes

may entail higher level of emotional complexity (a mixture of

positive and negative emotions) compared to language produced

by healthy individuals. We test this hypothesis in Study 2.

Please notice that our aim is to reconstruct a network of

words/emotions from group-level psychological data, assessing

their statistical significance with quantitative methods. We thus

focus on group-level comparisons, with the limitation that our

results cannot be misconstrued to individual-level analyses. To

better investigate this aspect, we also perform individual-level

triad counts to test whether the conflict detected at the group

level is found also in differences in distributions coming from

individual-level responses.

1.2. Manuscript outline

This manuscript has the following structure. The Section 2

outlines the construction of the cognitive network representing

the selected corpus, as well as the cognitive datasets and

statistical methods adopted for emotional profiling. The Section

3 articulates a quantitative answer to the research question

described in the foregoing section. The Discussion identifies

key outcomes and limitations of this study, providing also

links to future research using emotional profiling in clinical

cognitive science.

2. Methods

2.1. Corpus of genuine suicide notes

This study adopted the corpus of Genuine Suicide Notes

developed and maintained by Schoene and Dethlefs (2016),

which includes 143 different suicide notes written by individuals

who successfully committed suicide. Notes were written in

English, with the names of people changed to random
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alternatives for privacy purposes. No personally identifiable

information was present in the considered textual dataset.

Suicide notes consisting of less than two sentences were not

considered in the analysis, leading to 139 notes being used in the

current analysis. On average, a suicide letter included only 120

words (including stopwords). No contextual information (e.g.,

socio-economic demographics) was available from the dataset.

All the text from different notes was processed together in order

to obtain a single cognitive network representing conceptual

associations, ideas and emotions as occurring in the minds of

people who committed suicide.

The last sentence of each suicide note contains the very

last words that a person wrote before successfully ending their

lives, a farewell that is worthy of further investigation. In our

corpus, these last sentences contained an average of 16±2 words,

including stopwords.

2.2. Language processing and network
construction

This study used two different network constructionmethods

for representing conceptual associations as embedded in suicide

notes, namely: (i) word-word co-occurrence networks and (ii)

emotional co-occurrence networks.

2.2.1. Word-word co-occurrence networks

Co-occurrences capture relationships between words being

close in sentences (Stella, 2022). Word co-occurrences remain

computationally lightweight models for parsing howwords were

used in texts (Amancio, 2015; de Arruda et al., 2019; Ferrer-i

Cancho and Gómez-Rodríguez, 2021).

Analogously to what was done in a previous approach

(Teixeira et al., 2021), we built a network of word-word co-

occurrences, where two words were connected if one occurred

immediately after the other in at least one sentence of the

considered textual corpus. Notice that these networks include a

variety of different words, e.g., entities (“family”), verbs (“give”)

and even pronouns (“she”) and stopwords (words without

meaning when considered in isolation like “of”). In our analysis

we kept negations in order to account for them in emotional

profiling (see also next section).

For Study 1, we built 2 networks of word-word co-

occurrences: one considering all text present in the whole corpus

(with 2,075 nodes and 8,676 links) and another considering

only the last sentence of every suicide note in the corpus

(with 204 nodes and 342 links). Both these networks are fully

connected. The co-occurrence network extracted from the whole

corpus featured 426 negative words, 1,054 positive words and

595 neutral words. The network of suicide notes featured a

Kendall Tau correlation between the sentiment polarities of

words connected by links equal to κt = 0.053 (p < 0.01),

indicating a weak tendency for authors to assemble together

concepts that have the same sentiment polarity (e.g., negative

words with negative words)—a phenomenon often referred to

as homophily (Stella et al., 2019).

2.2.2. Emotional co-occurrence networks

In Study 2 we focused on extracting the emotional content

of suicide notes, focusing our attention on the co-occurrence of

emotional words within the same suicide letter.

A dictionary D of emotional words was extracted from a

recent experiment using the Emotional Recall Task led by Li and

colleagues (Li et al., 2020b). In the experiment, 200 individuals

recalled their emotional states in the last month and produced

exactly 10 words describing it within a fluency task. The resulting

dataset included 475 different stems of emotional words (e.g.,

happy, sad, etc.) in English. Word stems were considered in

order to have only a single representation of lemmas in the

network despite word declination (e.g., sad and sadness being

both present in the data and both representing the stem “sad").

We then processed the suicide notes. For each letter in

the corpus, we: (i) stemmed all words in its sentences, (ii)

removed all words outside of the emotional dictionary D and

(iii) preserved the ordering of emotional words in the letter.

Punctuation was discarded. This procedure transformed the 139

suicide notes in the corpus into 139 ordered lists of emotional

words. Only 119 lists contained at least 5 emotional words. Five

was selected as a threshold matching an analogous number of

total responses as observed in the ERT data. We denote the set

of these lists as {L}. At the overall level of the suicide note, these

lists of emotional words contain information about the order

and type of emotional ideas that were mentioned by authors

while recalling and writing down their final thoughts. In this

way, we considered these lists as the outcome of a language

production process, certainly more structured than in word

recall and fluency task experiments but also tightly connected

with the recall of concepts and emotions surrounding the idea

of suicide.

Hence, we considered the ordered lists {L} of emotional

concepts as word sequences coming from suicidal ideation, and

represented conceptual relationships among them by applying

Goni et al.s’ procedure of network construction from word lists

(Goñi et al., 2011). The procedure considers co-occurrences

of words in each list within a given window and then builds

network connections between concepts that co-appeared more

often than random expectation.We used a window of size a = 2,

considering 2 words before and (2 words) after each entry. Links

were built by counting all co-occurrences happening at least

twice in the dataset and further statistical filtering was applied

by considering a Binomial distribution accounting for word

frequency in the dataset. Formore details, we refer to the original

paper (Goñi et al., 2011).
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This procedure represented the co-occurrence of emotional

jargon across suicide notes as a complex network including

179 nodes/emotional words and 303 links. We investigate

the structure of this network and its emotional complexity

in Study 2. For comparison, we build a network based on

the ERT task through the same methodology outlined above.

However, from the ERT data we consider only word lists

produced by individuals with no signals of anxiety, stress or

depression symptoms. We operationalised this by considering

only responses coming from individuals who achieved a total

score of 0 on the Depression Anxiety Stress Scales (DASS) (cf.

Lovibond and Lovibond, 1995; Li et al., 2020b) in the ERT task.

Importantly, we refer to these participants as “mentally healthy.”

Notice that the DASS uses a four-point Likert scale, ranging

from 0 (never) to 3 (most of the time), indicating how frequently

individuals went through specific experiences (items) in a recent

time window.

2.3. Cognitive datasets and emotional
profiling

Words were given both a sentiment label and an emotional

attribute. A sentiment label indicates whether a word is in the

lower quartile (lower valence/negative perception), in themiddle

quartiles (neutral valence/perception) or in the upper quartile

(higher valence/positive perception) of the distribution of

valence scores as obtained from Mohammad (2018). Sentiment

labels were used in order to reconstruct the overall sentiment

expressed in the considered textual corpus. Sentiment patterns

were detected by counting words with positive/negative/neutral

sentiment labels.

Emotional profiles were built by considering which

emotions were elicited by a given word according to the NRC

Emotion Lexicon (Mohammad and Turney, 2013). Individuals

enrolled in a mega-study rated which emotions were inspired

by individual words. For example, “pandemic" elicited fear. The

emotional profile of a text was extracted by considering how

many of its words elicited a certain emotion. We call emotional

richness ri the fraction ri = m/N of m words inspiring emotion

i in a text composed of N words. By definition ri ranges between

0 (no word in the text elicits emotion i, emotional absence)

and 1 (all words elicit emotion i, complete emotional richness).

Notice that a single word can elicit multiple emotions. The

collection of observed emotional profiles rii constitutes the

so-called emotional profile of a text.

The above approach might look like a bag-of-words

approach, where a text is considered as the sum of its words

(Mohammad and Turney, 2013; Mohammad, 2016). However,

this is not true, as in our case the network structure reflects

aspects of how words are combined together in text and makes

it possible to take into account some mechanisms of meaning

modification, such as negations. For both emotional profiling

and sentiment identification in the co-occurrence networks, the

antonyms of words linked with meaning negations were added

to the count of sentiment labels m in ri [e.g., “bad” would be

used to represent the phrase “not good,” and would have a

negative sentiment label; antonyms were defined via WordNet

3.0 (Fellbaum, 2012)].

In order to compare the observed emotional profiles to a

baseline, random word sampling was considered. A collection of

1,000 random emotional profiles was built in order to obtain z-

scores estimating how likely it was to observe a given emotional

profile through random sampling (significance level of 0.05).

The collection of 8 z-scores obtained in this way, each one

relative to a specific emotion, was then plotted in a sector bar

chart visualization resembling a flower layout (see Figure 2).

The rejection area z < 1.96 was plotted as a semi-transparent

circle; each emotion was represented as a petal-shaped bar and

concentric circles indicated units of z-scores after 2, providing a

visual impression for those emotionsmore prominently featured

in a given text, analogously to the well-known wheel of emotions

by Plutchik (1980).We call this visualization an emotional flower

and it was introduced in Stella (2022).

2.4. Cognitive networks and semantic
frames

The combination of word co-occurrences, sentiment and

emotional profiles constitute three dimensions outlining the

content of a given text. These dimensions are built in an

automatic way and provide information on the semantic content

(network structure), the overall sentiment (pleasantness) and

emotional features of the jargon used in text. The combination

of knowledge structure and emotional perceptions embedded

in texts provides a rich characterization for the content of a

given text in terms of quantitative measures (see also Stella,

2022). As an example, the network neighborhood of a given

concept c identifies words directly co-occurring with c in text,

thus approximating the so-called semantic frame of c itself,

i.e., a collection of conceptual units characterizing the meaning

attributed to c in language. Further characterizing a given

semantic frame (Fillmore, 2006) bymeasuring the sentiment and

emotions of its words can reconstruct the emotional perception

attributed to c in the text itself.

This combination enables a powerful, automatic

identification of the semantic frames and emotion perceptions

affecting specific stances in a text or in its different sub-

components. This automatic structure is a quantitative and

approximated reflection of the cognitive component used by the

author for writing down that text, i.e., their mental lexicon, the

cognitive system appropriate to language acquisition, storage

and use (Hills et al., 2015; De Deyne et al., 2016; Vitevitch,
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2019; Li et al., 2020b; Mehler et al., 2020; Stella, 2022). In this

way, exploring the network of conceptual/emotional patterns

extracted from a text is a way of opening a window into

people’s minds.

2.5. Networks can quantify conceptual
prominence

Conceptual prominence ismeasured here through a network

approach relying on closeness centrality (Siew et al., 2019),

namely:

Ci =
N − 1∑

j dij
, (1)

where dij is the shortest path length between nodes i and j in

a connected component (made of N nodes). Closeness indicates

the inverse average distance between one node and all of its

connected neighbors. Nodes connected to their neighbors by few

(many) links, on average, will possess higher (lower) closeness

centrality. In networks of word-word relationships, Stella (2022)

showed that closeness centrality was powerful in identifying

words expressing the topic of short texts. In networks of free

associations, recent work by Kenett et al. (2017) and replicated

by Kumar et al. (2020) showed that network distance, which

closeness is based on, was more powerful than latent semantic

analysis in predicting semantic similarity rates in empirical

experiments. Lastly, closeness centrality was highly predictive of

words prominently featured in early learning environments and

learned by young children during early word acquisition (Stella

et al., 2017).

2.6. Capturing the emotional complexity
of sequences of words

Keeping in mind that in an emotional network all nodes

represent jargon relative to one (or more) emotional sphere(s),

then links can be interpreted as transitions between emotional

states of different valence. Emotional networks like the one

introduced here can be applied to the quantification of emotional

complexity in texts through two synergistic approaches.With the

aim of understanding how these emotional aspects of language

were expressed in language by those who committed suicide and

authored suicide notes, we introduce two concepts:

• Emotional entropy, i.e., the Shannon entropy of

transitions between positive, negative and neutral

emotional states as encountered in suicide notes and as

detected by the emotional recall task (Li et al., 2020a). This

metric is network independent.

• Emotional complexity, i.e., a translation of structural

balance theory (Moradimanesh et al., 2021) into the

domain of cognitive networks, where links are signed

not according to social ties, but rather according to the

valence of words connecting them. Thus, signed links

indicate connections or flows of emotional jargon in

the overall narrative of suicide notes. This metric is

network dependent.

The emotional network built here encapsulates information

about the flow of emotions in the narratives provided by

individuals who committed suicide. Emotionally complex

stories rarely describe emotional states of the same valence, as

they may transition frequently between positive and negative

emotional states such as sadness and hope. Stories with

lower emotional complexity, however, will tend to switch

less frequently back and forth between positive and negative

emotional spheres. This difference can be captured by the

emotional entropy, i.e.,:

hn = −
∑

i

pi log(pi), (2)

where pi is the probability of occurrence of event i. We

sum over two mutually exclusive events, namely that two words

appearing one after another in a list of emotional words n ∈ {L}

have equal valence (event 1) or not (event 2). Methodologically,

hn depends on counting how many transitions between valence

labels (positive, negative or neutral) occur between adjacent

words in an ordered list n ∈ {L}. Let us consider an example,

e.g., lists n1 = {sad,sick,fine,great,normal}. The valence data

used here and based on the Emotional Lexicon (Mohammad,

2018) would map n1 into the sequence of emotional labels

{negative,negative,positive,positive,neutral}. Starting from the

first position and placing a 0 when the subsequent label is the

same and 1 otherwise, n1 would then be mapped into the binary

string {0,1,0,1}, so that hn1 = −1/2 log(1/2) − 1/2 log(1/2) =

log 2. Using a binary logarithm, then hn1 = 1. Notice that

this definition depends on how many emotional transitions

appeared in a given list. Let us consider a second example,

n2 = {great,sad,fine,sick,normal}. This list would be mapped

in {positive,negative,positive,negative,neutral} and consequently

in {1,1,1,1}. Despite n1 and n2 having the same set of words,

the entropy of n2 would be hn2 = 0 log 0 + 1 log 1 = 0,

far lower than hn2 . Because of its functional form, hn captures

whether emotional transitions are frequently present in a list

and scattered uniformly across it (higher entropy) or rather

occurring together (lower entropy).

Each suicide note transformed into a list n corresponds

to an entropy hn. Analogously, each word list m in the ERT

dataset gives rise to an entropy hm. Statistical testing between the

samples of entropies from the suicide notes hnn and from the
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recall task hmm enable further comparison between notes and

recall lists.

In addition to comparing suicide notes and recall lists in

terms of the entropy with which positive/negative/neutral

emotional states appear in them, we also performed

comparisons between each corpus and a randomized version of

it. We designed two null models:

• A Shuffled model, preserving the length of each list, the

dictionary of words present in these lists and their valence,

but reshuffling the order in which words appear in the list;

• AUniformmodel, preserving the length of each list and the

dictionary of words present in these lists, but reshuffling

the order in which words appear in the list and replacing

their empirical positive, negative or neutral valence with a

fictional value selected uniformly at random. This model

disrupts correlations between valence and other quantities

(e.g., frequency of positive words in a list).

A higher entropy, i.e., higher than random expectation,

will be indicative of more uniformly random and less coherent

transition rates between positive, negative and neutral words in

a given corpus (suicide notes or ERT data).

2.6.1. Focus on emotional complexity as a
network measure

We draw inspiration from psychology to operationalize

emotional complexity as a network metric that quantifies

how positive and negative emotional states tend to be

associated or contrasted with each other in text. Building on

important past attempts like Van Rensbergen et al. (2015)’s

emotional assortativity, Stella et al. (2019) emotional homophily,

and Teixeira et al. (2021) emotional balance, which all

quantified the tendency for free associations to link words

sharing the same positive, negative, and neutral valence in

language, emotional complexity considers how triangles of

conceptual associations tend to mix emotional words with

opposing emotional polarities, e.g., negative and positive

emotional states.

A network of linked emotional states will be

considered as structurally incoherent, i.e., with a higher

emotional complexity, whenever the text underlying

that network contains frequent switches between

positive and negative emotional jargon along the flow of

narration.

Figure 1 compares emotional complexity and structural

balance theory applied to networks featuring positive, negative

and neutral nodes (e.g., enemies, friends or neutral agents or

positive, negative and neutral words in language). Differently

from structural balance theory, in our case it is the properties

of the nodes, rather than the edges, that are used to distinguish

(in)coherent triads: Incoherent triads contain at least one word

with negative valence and one word with positive valence, while

all other triads are coherent.

Analogous to the degree of balance in structural balance

theory—i.e., the fraction of balanced triangles in a given network

configuration—we here introduce the degree of emotional

complexity c for a network as the fraction of emotionally

incoherent triads:

c =
ni

nc + ni
, (3)

which is the complement to 1 of the fraction of coherent

triads. Notice that “complexity" for us should then be interpreted

as a measure of the lack of emotional coherence. For this reason,

in the visualizations for this work we will focus on coherence, 1−

c, while for the more appropriate psychological interpretation of

the measure we will consider complexity, i.e., c. This difference

is motivated by the fact that the term “emotional coherence"

already appears in other psychometric approaches. Notice that

in our definition we consider neutral words as not giving rise to

any contrast with either negative or positive words.

Please notice that emotional complexity and entropy, as

described above, can be interpreted through comparisons

between two or more letters. At the network level, these

measures are devised to compare quantitatively how the

overall narrative of suicide notes structures emotions compared

to clinically healthy emotional recollections. Distributions of

emotional entropies/complexity scores might differ in their

medians between healthy adults and authors of suicide notes

but variability in each distribution would make it difficult

to interpret patterns for individual recalls/notes. To achieve

individual-level granularity, we would need considerably more

data, particularly in terms of several independent measurements

or texts produced by individuals who ended their lives. Given

the sensitive nature of this data, e.g., a genuine suicide note is

the last text produced by a person before they end their life, this

limitation poses challenges that go beyond this study. For this

reason, we will keep our analyses and discussions at group-level.

Notice also that counting triads with emotional complexity

provides different information compared to the entropy

estimates. The latter capture rates of transitions between

positive, negative and neutral emotional words, as discussed

in Section 2.6. However, transitions are pairwise and do not

account for the tendency for groups of writers/recallers to go

back to positive/negative/neutral after having transitioned to

any other pairwise combination. This difference makes triads,

as counted in emotional complexity, more insightful about the

clustering of emotional words in the set of suicide notes.

2.6.2. Null models for emotional complexity

Analogous to our approach with emotional entropy, in

order to identify whether the abundance of coherent/incoherent
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FIGURE 1

Comparison of coherent/incoherent triads for measuring emotional complexity in word networks (Top) vs. balanced/unbalanced triads for

measuring structural balance in social networks (Bottom). Shapes indicate positive (circles), negative (triangles), or neutral (squares) words.

Whereas, emotional coherence is based on nodes and words (incoherent triads do not mix words of opposite valence), structural balanced is

based on positive and negative links, instead.

triangles in the emotional network is statistically significant we

identify two different null models which preserve the empirical

network structure (i.e., the number of triangles observed in the

real network) but reshuffle the valence of individual words in

triangles. Additionally, these null models are designed to:

• preserve the frequency of positive/negative/neutral words

in the empirical emotional network (Shuffled model);

• make positive/negative/neutral words occur uniformly at

random (Uniform model).

Across 500 iterations of each null model, we measured z-

scores for all empirical triangle counts and fixed a significance

level of 0.05 in order to identify those triangles over- or

underrepresented in the network (z < −1.96 or z >

1.96). For each iteration r we also measured the degree

of coherence cr , thus enabling a statistical comparison

between the empirical value observed in the emotional

network c and a distribution of coherence values for each

null model.

3. Results

Results are split in two studies. Study 1 focuses on

understanding how the final sentences of suicide notes are

structured and which emotions populate them in comparison

to the other parts of such texts. Study 2 focuses on highlighting

the emotional words of suicide notes in view of suicidal ideation

and by using data coming from the emotional recall task for the

first time.

In the following we refer to all words included in the last

sentence of each suicide note as the “last words", outlining the

closing remarks of each text.

3.1. Study 1: Prominence and emotional
content of last words in suicide notes

This section aims to quantify how prominent or peripheral

the last words were within the overall landscape of conceptual

associations expressed in the suicide notes. The last sentence of

each genuine suicide note represents a final farewell produced by

the author. These sentences included on average 16 ± 2 words,

including stopwords.

The considered corpus included a total of 204 last words,

excluding stop-words and names of people or places. This means

that on average each last sentence brought to the network

roughly 204/139 ≈ 1.5 concepts/words. This statistic suggests

a tendency for the final farewells in suicide notes to revolve

around coherent topics, which we can explore through network

analysis and emotional profiling. Seventy-five of the unique

words in the network extracted from last sentence were positive

while 39 of them were negative. Figure 2 presents a network

visualization of the largest connected component of the network

of last words as co-occurring with each other in the suicide

notes. For easier visualization, words were clustered according

to the Louvain algorithm (Blondel et al., 2008), based only on
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FIGURE 2

Network visualization of the largest connected component of co-occurrences between last words as expressed in the suicide notes. Cyan

highlights positively perceived words whereas red highlights negative concepts. Links between positive (negative) concepts are in cyan (red).

Co-occurrences between positive and negative (neutral) concepts are in purple (gray). Co-occurrences between neutral words are thinner for

visualization purposes. Neutral words are in black. (Left) Emotional profiles of last words observed in suicide notes against the expected profile

of 1,000 random samples of 204 non-last words. (Right) Emotional flower reporting positive z-scores between the observed emotional profiles

of last words and random expectation of non-last words.

text co-occurrences. The network visualization highlights five

clusters of words used by authors in the closing remarks of

their suicide notes. One cluster features spiritual concepts like

“soul,” “bless,” and “god” among other non-spiritual terms like

“pen,” “paper" and “erase.” Another cluster associates several

positive concepts to “time" and “family.” Although dominated

by concepts generally perceived as positive, the last words also

included negative concepts like “harm,” “pain,” and “hurt.” These

patterns indicate a tendency for the ending remarks to express

concepts of emotional positivity but also emotional pain. But,

are these concepts peripheral or prominent in the whole text

portrayed by authors of suicide notes?

To address this question we measured the closeness

centrality of each final word in the complete network of word
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co-occurrences as extracted from all the considered notes. These

204 centrality scores were then compared against the closeness

centrality of all 1,871 other words in the network. A statistical

test identified the last words as being on average more central,

i.e., with a higher closeness centrality, than all other words in

the suicide notes (Kruskal-Wallis, N1 = 204, N2 = 1871, 77.98,

p < 0.001). This difference indicates that the words used by the

authors for closing their notes are most prominent in the whole

discourse revolving around suicide.

No statistically significant difference was found between

last words and non-last words in terms of sentiment

polarity, i.e., final and non-last words were similarly

distributed among positive/negative/neutral categories

(χ2 = 5.54, p = 0.622 > 0.05).

The finer categorization of words across emotions

highlighted statistically significant differences. The emotional

profile of all 204 last words was compared against 1,000 random

samples of 204 non-last words drawn from the largest connected

component of the co-occurrence network built on all sentences

in suicide notes (Teixeira et al., 2021) excluding stopwords. In

this way, we compared the emotional content of conceptual

associations present in the last sentences of suicide notes against

those links present in other parts of suicide notes. By sampling

words from a network of co-occurrences rather than directly

from the text, we take into account connectivity between

concepts in the absence of stopwords. The resulting z-scores,

comparing the emotional profiles of final and non-last words,

are reported in Figure 2. As reported in Figure 2, bottom, last

words elicited anger, surprise and disgust to the same extent as

other words in suicide notes. In comparison to other concepts

recurring in suicide notes, the 204 unique last words, identified

here, elicited stronger patterns of sadness and fear, but also joy,

trust and anticipation.

3.2. Study 2: Emotional content and
emotional complexity of emotional
words in suicide notes

This study focuses on using two measures of emotional

coherence (see Methods) for the investigation of emotional

switches between positive, negative and neutral emotional states

in suicide notes.

3.2.1. Emotional entropy

Healthy individuals and suicide letters exhibited analogous

entropy levels (Kruskal-Wallis, K = 1.958, p ≥ 0.162),

indicating no differences in emotional transitions between

recalls by healthy individuals and narratives in suicide letters.

A comparison of the emotional entropy of suicide notes

against the reference nulls models (see Methods) identified

the key role of word frequency in modulating the switches

observed in suicide notes between positive, negative and neutral

words. Both null models disrupted emotional associations by

randomly reshuffling the same emotional states present in

suicide notes. However, one null model preserved the empirical

word frequency of emotional states while another implemented

emotional states all with the same occurrence rate.

Considering 500 random iterations, the median entropy

observed in suicide notes was lower than random expectation

only for the null model discarding concept frequency (Kruskal-

Wallis, K = 11.082, p ≤ 0.0004) but not for the null model

preserving word frequency (Kruskal-Wallis, K = 1.261, p ≥

0.262). This indicates that the empirical frequency of emotional

states and the empirical length of suicide notes (in terms of

emotional words) are sufficient to produce the same rate of

switches observed in the empirical suicide notes. Let us consider

this more deeply. We observe a certain sample or lexicon of

words, i.e., a collection of words, each one either neutral or

negative or positive. How much of the entropy observed in

word lists could be explained by the affective composition of

the lexicon? For instance, a lexicon fully composed of positive

words would give rise to word lists fully made of positive

words and thus with 0 entropy. In case of a lexicon combining

all sentiment polarities, we would expect a higher entropy.

Our testing tells us that such expected entropy, obtained by

sampling words in lists uniformly at random from the lexicon,

is still different from the entropy we observe in the empirical

word lists. Hence, the composition of the lexicon in terms of

positive/negative/neutral words is not sufficient to generate the

emotional transitions we observe in the empirical data. Instead,

sampling words at random but according to their frequency

provides entropic rates of switches between emotional states that

are compatible with the entropies observed in the empirical data.

In other words, counting adjacent emotional transitions through

entropy highlights no evident difference between frequency-

based random models and suicide notes. The frequency with

which emotional words were used in suicide letters is crucially

enough to reproduce emotional transitions analogous to the

empirically observed ones. Going beyond counting adjacent

transitions might highlight potential differences.

We turn to a network analysis of emotional complexity

tracking how positive and negative emotional states are

associated in suicide notes.

3.2.2. Emotional complexity

Considering only emotional suicide notes with at least

5 emotional words leads to similar numbers of triads for

suicide nodes (554) and healthy recalls (528), with a ratio of

554/528 or 105%.

A preliminary measure of emotional complexity can be

counting balanced and imbalanced triads individually present in

each suicide letter/recall. Healthy recalls (i.e., by individuals with

no level of stress, anxiety or depression) featured 127% as many
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emotionally coherent triads (see Figure 1 for the definitions of

coherent and incoherent triads) as suicide letters, i.e., 362 vs.

284. Instead, suicide letters featured 163% as many incoherent

triads as healthy recalls, i.e., 270 vs. 166. In particular, suicide

letters featured almost 346% as many incoherent +,−,+ triads

(with fixed order) as healthy recalls, i.e., 45 vs. 13. Similarly,

suicide letters featured almost 171% as many incoherent−,+,−

triads (with fixed order) as healthy recalls, i.e., 24 vs. 13.

These counts indicate that, when considered individually,

suicide notes featured more emotionally incoherent sequences

of negative/positive words compared to health recalls. This is a

first indication that by considering triads rather than adjacent

transitions, structural differences in the emotional structure

of suicide narratives can arise. After checking that individual

suicide narratives can give rise to more emotionally incoherent

patterns than healthy recalls, we use a network framework to test

whether these patterns persist when emotional transitions are

aggregated together and perform more statistical comparisons

against random null models.

The network of emotional transitions extracted from suicide

notes featured mostly incoherent +,+,− (occurring 80/278

times) and coherent +,+,+ triangles (occurring 77/278 times).

In order to assess whether the observed occurrences are

peculiar, comparisons with suitable null models are required (see

Methods). We compare emotional coherence in suicide notes

and in the ERT data from mentally healthy individuals (i.e.,

individuals achieving a score of 0 in the DASS psychometric

scale or, equivalently, no self-reported sign for anxiety,

depression and stress) by considering two distinct networks (see

Methods). For each network we also build random null models

by either reshuffling word valence while preserving valence

frequency and network structure (Shuffled null models), or by

giving words fictional valence labels (positive/negative/neutral)

uniformly at random (Uniform null models).

Notice that the set of emotional words extracted from suicide

notes was a subset of the emotional states identified by the ERT

data. In suicide notes, negative emotional states occurred 31%

of the time, positive states were mentioned 52% of the time

while the remaining 17% was composed of neutral emotional

states. In the ERT data provided by mentally healthy individuals,

negative emotional states occurred only 22% of the time, positive

states were mentioned 48% of the time, and neutral words

occurred 30% of the time. These differences might give rise

to different patterns of emotional complexity that should be

further investigated.

Figure 3, left shows that the occurrence of coherent +,+,+

triangles in the emotional network of suicide notes is compatible

with random expectation when reshuffling word valences

while preserving valence frequency (Suicide Shuffled model,

z < 1.96). In comparison to reshuffling word valences with

uniform valence frequencies, suicide notes feature more+,+,+

triangles than expected (Suicide Uniform model, z > 1.96).

Analogous patterns are observed for the +,+,− and +,+, n

triangles. These differences indicate that the frequency with

which emotional states are mentioned in suicide notes is

sufficient for determining a high count of +,+,+, +,+,− and

+,+, n triangles, suggesting there is no evident influence of

network structure in suicide notes on the formation of closed

triads of positive emotional states. This is not the case in the

ERT network, however, where a higher occurrence of +,+,+

triangles is observed in comparison with both the Shuffled

(z = 2.9 > 1.96) and Uniform (z = 15.2 > 1.96) null

models. This difference indicates that the observed count of

fully positive triangles in the emotional recall from mentally

healthy individuals (i.e., individuals achieving a score of 0 in

the DASS psychometric scale or, equivalently, no self-reported

sign for anxiety, depression and stress) cannot be fully accounted

for by considering only valence frequency, but instead requires

both valence frequency and network structure to obtain a

complete picture.

For other triangles we do not observe differences between

the empirical networks and the Shuffled null models. However,

notice that these analyses assume that each individual triangle

count is a random variable independent of others. In

the Shuffled null model, since the empirical frequency of

positive/negative/neutral concepts is preserved, triangle counts

cannot evidently be treated as independent and this calls for

additional analysis in terms of coherence assessment.

Hence, we shift our attention from individual triangle counts

to the measurements of emotional complexity c (see Section

2). Figure 3, right reports the value of c for the emotional

suicide network (brown dashed line, cS = 0.55) and for the

healthy ERT network (blue dashed line, cS = 0.71). Healthy

individuals devoid of stress, anxiety and depression (based on

their DASS subscale scores) produced conceptual associations

between mental states with a coherence almost 30% higher

than the one observed in emotional associations from suicide

notes. Combining this result with the finding that healthy

individuals recalled neutral emotional states almost twice as

frequently as suicide notes, as well as considering how neutral

triangles contribute to our definition of emotional complexity,

the observed difference indicates that healthy individuals tend

to feature more elementary cycles—i.e., triangles—of neutral

emotional states in comparison to the authors of suicide notes.

Our null models can test two potential sources of

emotional complexity: (i) valence-network correlations between

words, e.g., trends for words of similar valence to originate

cycles together, (ii) valence frequency, e.g., positive words

being more frequent than negative ones and creating more

coherent triangles.

Disrupting any correlation between the valence of

a concept and its network location reduces the overall

emotional coherence in both the considered networks. Even

when preserving the empirical frequencies of valence,

the Shuffled models produce networks with evidently

lower median emotional complexity than their respective
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FIGURE 3

(Left) Z-scores indicating the occurrence of signed triangles in the empirical emotional networks for suicide notes and ERT recalls against 2

random null models (Shu	ed and Uniform). (Right) Boxplot comparing the distribution of observed emotional coherence in the null models

against the value observed in the emotional network of suicide notes (dashed lines, the lower one is relative to suicide notes, the upper one to

healthy ERT recalls).

empirical values. Hence, valence frequencies by themselves

are not enough to reproduce the emotional coherence

observed in both the suicide and ERT emotional networks.

These patterns of emotional coherence are therefore to

be attributed to an interplay between affect and network

structure which ultimately makes emotional shifts in

either suicide notes or recall tasks less “switchy" and more

confined within elementary cycles of words sharing the

same valence.

Disrupting the empirical valence frequency in the observed

network leads to the same average value of emotional

complexity. Notice how preserving valence frequency also

preserves the observed gap in emotional complexity between

suicide notes and healthy individuals. This indicates that

whereas the coherence of each network stems from correlations

between network structure and valence, the observed gap

in coherence between suicide notes and the ERT data

has to be attributed mainly to a different frequency of

positive/negative/neutral emotional states.

To summarize, the above results indicate that the narratives

in suicide notes are more structurally coherent than expected

by a null model where valenced words are sampled according

to the same frequency observed in the empirical dataset

but independently from network structure. Furthermore, the

narratives in suicide notes are less emotionally coherent

than observed in emotional associations provided by healthy

individuals, a difference that can be explained by a higher

occurrence of neutral emotional states in healthy individuals in

comparison to suicide notes.

4. Discussion and conclusions

This study reconstructed the associative knowledge

expressed by authors of suicide notes (Schoene and Dethlefs,

2016; Boyd, 2017) using graph theory and network science

(Newman, 2018). This mindset was represented as a network of

word co-occurrences in texts enriched with emotional data. The

network structure enabled a quantitative comparison between

different groups of words. The last words used by authors at

the end of their letters were shown to be highly prominent

concepts in the overall discourse of suicide notes, as quantified

by closeness centrality. Authors might therefore use these

last words in order to reinforce their narrative, repeat, and

summarize their points or express general-level concepts highly

relevant to what they described in their notes. In line with recent

advancements in natural language processing using cognitive

data for improving model interpretability (Škrlj et al., 2021), the

cognitive network structure provides a proxy of the associative

knowledge between such words in text. Semantic analysis

reveals that these prominent last words are mostly clustered

around the topics of family, religion and painful emotional

processing, in agreement with previous human coding studies

of suicidal ideation (Sanger and Veach, 2008). In comparison to

other less prominent concepts expressed in suicide notes, last

words elicited more intense feelings of sadness and fear, but also

elicited joy, trust and anticipation.

Trust and joy are emotions in line with the above semantic

analysis exposing clusters of family-related jargon in the closing

remarks of suicide notes. The emotional profiling reported here
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indicates that the closing remarks contain concepts strongly

expressing positive emotions, providing a trustful ending to

notes. However, in the considered collection of suicide notes,

this positive remark co-existed with anticipation, fear and

surprise, a combination that expresses uncertainty about the

future (Plutchik, 1980). The co-existence of fear and trust in last

words can also be related to the above cluster of words which

express painful emotional processing. Once combined, these

patterns indicate that suicide notes also express jargon of trustful

relief from fearful and painful concepts, providing quantitative

support to psychological theories indicating suicidal ideation as

a pain relief mechanism (Sanger and Veach, 2008; Schoene and

Dethlefs, 2016).

This preliminary study outlines the quantitative potential

for network science (Newman, 2018) to give insight into

the structure of word co-occurrences and their emotional

associations (Siew et al., 2019). Network approaches to modeling

cognition rely on the assumption that every author possesses

a cognitive system, a mental lexicon (De Deyne et al., 2016;

Siew et al., 2019; Stella et al., 2019) where concepts have an

associative semantic and emotional structure. The approach

outlined here might potentially be integrated with natural

language processing at the stage of network creation in order

to achieve more realistic knowledge representations, expressing

syntactic dependencies (Stella, 2022) or sociolinguistic features

of texts (Boyd, 2017). Recent work has successfully used co-

occurrence networks for the investigation of authorial writing

style (Amancio, 2015; de Arruda et al., 2019) and social media

discourse (Stella et al., 2018). Co-occurrences were merged

with emotional features in recent investigations of social media

discourse around the gender gap in science (Stella, 2022) and

the COVID-19 pandemic (Li et al., 2020a; Stella et al., 2020),

opening the way to future mindset reconstructions of different

authors through additional research.

This work also introduced the network metric of emotional

complexity in terms of counting triads connecting positive,

negative and neutral emotional words. Emotional complexity

considers different kinds of signed triangles in comparison to

structural balance. In structural balance theory, triangles are

identified as unbalanced whenever there is an odd number of

negative links, i.e., an odd number of tense relationships. This

rule captures tension in social connections and is a phenomenon

supported by relevant social science literature (e.g., Doreian

and Mrvar, 2015; He et al., 2018; Aref and Wilson, 2019). One

possibility is to extend structural balance also to valenced words,

as was done in previous work (Teixeira et al., 2021), in order

to quantify tension in the outline of conceptual associations

featuring negative words. However, when considering words

made of emotional states only, as in the present case, it

is possible to shift the attention from an overall level of

tension between concepts to the specific tendency for elemental

cycles in the network to feature transitions between emotional

states of opposing valence. This shift is the key difference

between the current approach with emotional complexity and

the one by Teixeira and colleagues in terms of emotional

balance (Teixeira et al., 2021). Whereas, in emotional balance

triads are categorized according to their links, in emotional

complexity triads are classified according to the valence of

their nodes. Configurations that are emotionally balanced can

end up being treated as incoherent in terms of emotional

complexity. Considering coherence/balance in terms of nodes

rather than in terms of links is evidently different from structural

balance and more akin to emotional complexity in cognitive

psychology (Bagozzi et al., 1999; Scollon et al., 2005; Barrett,

2006). In other words, whereas structural balance focuses on

the positive/negative nature of social ties—operationalising the

balance of concepts like “the enemy of my enemy is my friend"—

emotional complexity focuses on the valence of individual

emotional states. As opposed to social ties, when considering

emotional complexity and its network counterpart a triangle

connecting two negative and one positive emotional concept

must be considered as incoherent, as it captures an emotional

transition between negative and positive emotional states.

The emotional complexity (coherence) of suicide narratives

was found to be higher (lower) than that of healthy individuals

recalling recent emotions over the past month. Emotional

complexity captures a tendency to experience a mixture of

positive and negative emotions over time (Diener and Emmons,

1985), and therefore unsurprisingly relates to the time frame

within which people recall their emotional experience. That is,

people are more likely to report a greater mixture of positive

and negative emotions when describing their experience over

a long period of time than their experience at the moment

(Diener and Emmons, 1985). The higher degree of complexity

in suicide notes may suggest that these notes refer to emotions

over a long period in life instead of emotions at the moment

of writing. Indeed, as we read though the suicide notes, many

notes refer both to relatively recent sadness (e.g., “I just can’t

carry on the despair") and an overview of life in general (e.g.,

in the same note: “I have looked at our 25 years mainly

as happy years and had hope to spend old age together").

Moreover, high complexity in suicide notes may also suggest

that people who chose suicide were not simply dominated by

negative feelings; instead, they still have access to their positive

memories.

These results suggest new topics for further research,

particularly to improve an understanding of the relationships

between emotional complexity, suicidal ideation (SI), and

suicidal behavior (SB). If emotional complexity is predictive of

SI or SB, it would be important to study the degree to which

it reflects an individual trait or is relatively stable over time.

Some clinical psychological studies with a similar aim have

shown that affective variability (i.e., the extent to which a person

experiences fluctuations in mood) and variability in SI may

reflect stable traits (Oquendo et al., 2020) that are associated

over time (Rizk et al., 2019), and that affective variability may
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be an effective predictor of SI (Palmier-Claus et al., 2012). These

studies used experience sampling methods to see how such

constructs relate over time on a day-to-day scale, however such

relationships have only been demonstrated in certain high-risk

populations. Extending this work to investigate how emotional

complexity and emotional entropy relate with risk of SI or

SB would thus be a potentially valuable topic to study in

larger populations.

The approach outlined here has several limitations.

The most prominent is the necessity of using sentiment

and emotional labels extracted from large populations for

reconstructing an author’s mindset. This methodology

neglects subjective interpretations, e.g., high school students

might perceive “physics" as a negative concept, whereas

large populations might perceive it as neutral (Stella et al.,

2019). A way to overcome this limit would be the adoption

of language processing techniques identifying the context

around a given concept and inferring its emotional perception

(Van Rensbergen et al., 2016). This is possible even with

cognitive networks by considering valence and emotions in

the semantic frame of associates around a concept. In this

way, focus should be given not to the specific sentiment or

emotional labels attributed to a given word but rather to

its structural position among its adjacent neighbors in the

text. Another limitation of our study is relative to emotional

complexity focusing only on elementary cycles, i.e., closed

triads, and disregarding other network patterns that might

arise from emotional disassortativity. In order to address

this point we considered not only emotional complexity

but also emotional entropy, the latter being a non-network

metric considering shifts between emotional states in the

whole datasets.

Another important caveat of our approach is its

generalisability. Suicide letters may be influenced by socio-

demographic and cultural elements. This suggests the need

for future work that evaluates the role of socio-demographic

and cultural elements alongside a larger and more diverse set

of suicide notes. Such replication, which is fundamental in

psychological research, is facilitated by the current statistical

framework presented which can easily be applied to text.

Future research could integrate emotional complexity and

entropy with recent measures like conformity (Rossetti et al.,

2021), mixing network structure and node features for future

investigations of larger corpora of suicide notes or other types

of texts.
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